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Fine fault structure of a moderate earthquake in the 2007 earthquake
sequence of Northern Mie, Japan
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A moderate crustal earthquake (Mj = 5.4) occurred in the northern part of Mie Prefecture, Central Japan, 2007.
In order to clarify the fault structure of the main shock and its relation to the active faults, we estimated the precise
hypocenter locations and focal mechanisms. For the relocation of the hypocenters, we used the differential time
obtained by both manual picking and waveform cross-correlation analysis. The estimated detailed fault structure
suggests that the main shock ruptured the southwestward dipping fault plane. We found that the faults of the
moderate earthquake possessed complex fault segments. Around the largest aftershock hypocenter, a subsidiary
fault plane parallel to the main shock fault was identified. This result suggests that the fault structure around the
deep part of the active fault is complicated. The hypocenters of the foreshock and main shock were located in
the offset part of the aftershock alignment, implying that they did not occur on the same fault plane. The Chisato
Fault and Yokkaichi Fault were located around the upward extension of the aftershock alignment. The main shock
probably occurred in the deep parts of these faults.
Key words: Earthquake sequence, Northern Mie, aftershocks, hypoDD, fault structure.

1. Introduction
A moderate crustal earthquake occurred in the north-

ern part of Mie Prefecture, Central Japan, on April 15,
2007, with a Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) magni-
tude (Mj) of 5.4. The moment magnitude (Mw) of the main
shock determined by the National Research Institute for
Earth Science and Disaster Prevention (NIED) F-net was
5.0. The maximum intensity of V upper on the JMA scale
was observed at Kameyama City, which is located in the
vicinity of the main shock epicenter. This earthquake par-
tially destroyed several houses. The foreshock (Mj = 3.2)
and largest aftershock (Mj = 4.6) occurred in the vicinity
of the hypocenter of the main shock 2 min before and 6 h
after the main shock, respectively.

North-south trending active faults of the thrust fault type
dominate around the source region of the main shock for
a length of approximately 120 km from Nobi to the Ise
Basin. These active faults are related to the formation of the
Suzuka and Nunobiki Mountains (Ikeda et al., 2002). The
hypocenter of the main shock is located beneath the surface
trace of the Mukumoto and Myojyo-gatake Fault (Fig. 1).
The surface traces of the Chisato Fault and Yokkaichi Fault
are located approximately 15 km east of the epicenter of
the main shock (Fig. 1). These active faults have westward-
dipping fault planes (Research Group for Active Faults of
Japan, 1991; Organization of the Headquarters for Earth-
quake Research Promotion, 2005). The northern part of the
Yokkaichi Fault was ruptured by the historical large earth-
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quake that occurred in 1586 (Ishiyama et al., 2007). The
hypocenter of the main shock in the 2007 earthquake se-
quence of Northern Mie is also located at the base of the
seismogenic zone (Fig. 1). It is thought that the main shock
occurred in the brittle-ductile transition zone. The focal
mechanism of the main shock is of the reverse fault type,
with the P-axis along the EW direction, which is consistent
with the mechanism of background seismic activity (Fig. 1).

The determination of the precise hypocenter distribution
and focal mechanisms in the source region is important
for understanding the structure of the main shock fault and
its relation to the surrounding active faults. We relocated
these hypocenters with the double-difference relocation al-
gorithm (hypoDD) (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000), us-
ing the differential arrival time obtained by both manual
picking and waveform cross-correlation analysis. Subse-
quently, we determined the focal mechanism from the ab-
solute P- and SH -wave amplitudes by adding the P-wave
polarities.

2. Data and Method
2.1 Hypocenter relocation

We used 56 permanent online stations operated by the
NIED Hi-net (Obara et al., 2005), JMA, Kyoto University,
and the Earthquake Research Institute of the University of
Tokyo (ERI) within a 120-km distance from the epicenter
(Fig. 1). We used 725 earthquakes that occurred in the
period between April 15 and 23, 2007. The magnitudes
of these earthquakes were ≥0.2. We manually picked P-
and S-wave arrival times, P-wave polarities, and maximum
amplitudes.

The hypoDD algorithm was applied to the double-
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Fig. 1. (a) Map of the northern Mie region, Japan. The star indicates the
epicenter of the main shock. The open circles show the ordinary seis-
mic activity determined by NIED Hi-net routine analysis for the period
from January 1, 2002 to April 14, 2007. The corresponding focal mech-
anisms are also shown, and their magnitudes are greater than 3.0. The
rectangle corresponds to the aftershock region shown in Fig. 2(a). MYF,
MF, YF, and CF indicate the surface traces of the Myojyo-gatake Fault,
Mukumoto Fault, Yokkaichi Fault, and Chisato Fault (Research Group
for Active Faults of Japan, 1991), respectively. (b) and (c) The depth
distribution along the X–X′ and Y–Y′ cross sections, respectively. The
width of each section is ±10 km. (d) Map showing the station distribu-
tion used in this study (triangles: NIED stations, crosses: ERI and Ky-
oto Univ. stations, squares: JMA stations). The rectangle corresponds
to that shown in Fig. 1(a).

difference data using the initial hypocenters determined by
the Hi-net routine analysis. We used the one-dimensional
velocity structure in the Kanto-Tokai region (Ukawa et al.,
1984). The differential arrival times for the manually picked
P- and S-waves were 48,442 and 53,771 pairs, respectively.
We also used the differential arrival times obtained by the
waveform cross-correlation analysis. The correlation mea-
surements were conducted by using a velocity waveform
of a 0.75 s time window and a 3–20 Hz band-pass filter, in-
cluding the manually picked P- or S-wave arrival times. We
used only the double-difference data with normalized cross-
correlation coefficients ≥0.80. Using this threshold, we
obtained cross-correlation data containing 93,295 P-wave
observations and 105,453 S-wave observations. By using
both the manually picked and the cross-correlation data,
87% of all earthquakes were relocated. After the applica-
tion of the hypoDD algorithm, the root mean square (RMS)
of the double-difference time residual decreased from 106
to 91 ms for the manually picked data and from 98 to 7 ms
for the cross-correlation data.

In order to assess the uncertainty in the hypocenter loca-
tion, we applied the bootstrap resampling method (Shearer,
1997; Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000) for all the relocated
events. As a result, the average relative location errors were

0.021 km in the EW direction, 0.018 km in the NS direc-
tion, and 0.018 km in the vertical direction for the events
that were relocated using both the manually picked and the
cross-correlation data. For the events relocated using only
the manually picked data, the average location errors were
0.135 km in the EW direction, 0.086 km in the NS direction,
and 0.152 km in the vertical direction.
2.2 Focal mechanisms

In order to improve the reliability of the focal mechanism
solution, we determined the focal mechanisms from the ab-
solute amplitudes of the P- and SH -waves by adding the
P-wave polarities. After correcting for the instrument re-
sponse, we determined the spectral levels by fitting the ω2

model (Boatwright, 1978) with an attenuation correction by
following the method of Ide et al. (2003). The best-fitting
focal mechanism solution for each event was determined
by minimizing the residual between the observed and theo-
retical amplitudes, which was calculated from the far-field
solutions for a point-source shear dislocation. A grid search
approach was used for determining the strike, dip, and rake
angles at 5◦ intervals. We determined the focal mechanisms
of 19 events for which the number of the P-wave polarity
was ≥10 by using the relocated hypocenter locations. Sub-
sequently, according to the procedure discussed by Imanishi
et al. (2006), we applied the amplitude station corrections
that were estimated from the average of the ratios between
the observed and theoretical amplitudes. The magnitude of
the determined focal mechanisms ranged from 1.4 to 5.7.
We estimated the uncertainty in the focal mechanism so-
lution from the standard deviation of the rotation angles
(Kagan, 1991) between the best-fitting solution and all the
solutions for which the residual was less than 1.1-fold the
minimum residual. The average error of all the focal mech-
anisms was 3.4◦

3. Results
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the relocated hypocen-

ters. The events relocated by both the manually picked
and cross-correlation data are indicated by solid circles, and
those relocated by only the manually picked data are indi-
cated by open circles. The corresponding focal mechanisms
are also shown in Fig. 2. The aftershocks extend for a length
of approximately 3.5 km along the direction of N30◦W-
S30◦E (Fig. 2(a) and (b)). Most of the focal mechanisms are
of the reverse fault type, with the P-axis along the NE-SW
direction. The trend of the aftershock epicenter distribution
is broadly consistent with the strike of the nodal planes of
the focal mechanisms. The aftershock depth ranges from
13.5 to 15.0 km (Fig. 2(b)).

Along the cross section perpendicular to the fault strike
of the main shock (Fig. 2(c)), the aftershock distribution
is predominantly SW dipping. The aftershock alignments
are consistent with most of the focal mechanisms. Above
a depth of 14.5 km along the A–B and C–D cross sec-
tions shown in Fig. 2(c), the aftershock distributions slope
downward in the SW direction with a dip of 45◦, as illus-
trated by the red lines. On the other hand, around the main
shock hypocenter (C–D cross section in Figs. 2(c) and 3),
the SW dipping aftershock alignment is shifted upward in
the west side of the main shock hypocenter, as illustrated
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Fig. 2. (a) Map of the relocated earthquake hypocenters determined by the double-difference earthquake algorithm for the period from April 15 to 23,
2007. (b) Depth section along the X–Y cross section. (c) Depth sections along the A–B, C–D, and E–F cross sections. The orange circles show the
locations of the foreshock, main shock, and largest aftershock. The red and blue circles indicate the location of the earthquakes that occurred before
and after the largest aftershock, respectively. The events relocated by employing both manually picked and cross-correlation data are shown by solid
circles, and those relocated by using only the manually picked data are shown by open circles. The corresponding focal mechanisms are also shown.
FS, MS, and LA represent the foreshock, main shock, and largest aftershock, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Magnified plot of the seismicity within the broken box along the
C–D cross section in Fig. 2. The error bars indicate the relative location
errors in the EW and vertical directions. The significance of each color
used for the circles is described in the caption of Fig. 2.

by the green line in Fig. 2(c). Considering the relative lo-
cation error of the aftershocks, this offset of the aftershock
alignment around the main shock hypocenter is significant
(Fig. 3). Along the E–F cross section in Fig. 2(c), we can
observe the SW-dipping alignment of the aftershocks with
a lower dip angle of 30◦, as illustrated by the orange line.
The spatial difference of the aftershock alignment between
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Fig. 4. Time-space diagram projected on the X–Y cross section in
Fig. 2(b) (along the main shock fault) for the period from 12:00 to 20:00
p.m., April 15, 2007. The Y -axis corresponds to that in Fig. 2(b). MS
and LA represent the main shock and largest aftershock, respectively.

the C–D and E–F cross sections is significant within the
relative location error. Focal mechanisms corresponding to
the SW-dipping nodal plane with a low dip angle (30◦) are
also observed at X = 0.5 km and depth = 14.2 km along
the E–F cross section in Fig. 2(c). These results imply that
the main shock fault in the southern part of the aftershock
region has a lower dip angle.
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Fig. 5. Perspective view of the fault plane orientations inferred from the relocated aftershock distributions. The green, red, and blue open circles show
the location of the foreshock, main shock, and largest aftershock, respectively. The gray dots show the relocated hypocenters.

The largest aftershock is located at the deepest point of
the aftershock distribution (Fig. 2(b) and C–D cross section
in Fig. 2(c)). The time-space diagram projected on the X–
Y cross section in Fig. 2(b) (along the main shock fault)
is shown in Fig. 4. Around the hypocenter of the largest
aftershock, most of the aftershocks were activated immedi-
ately after the occurrence of the aftershock (Figs. 3 and 4).
Thus, the aftershocks in this area are probably associated
with the largest aftershock, and they are also distributed in
a SW-dipping direction (Figs. 2(c) and 3).

4. Discussion
We have modeled the fault structure on the basis of the

relocated aftershock distribution and focal mechanisms, as
shown in Fig. 5. We can identify four individual faults
that are consistent with the aftershock distributions and fo-
cal mechanisms. This fault model indicates that the main
shock ruptured the SW-dipping faults. Within 1 h after the
occurrence of the main shock, the aftershocks spread to the
entire aftershock region (Fig. 4), except around the largest
aftershock hypocenter (Fig. 3). Thus, it is likely that the
three fault planes (red, orange, and green colored planes
in Fig. 5) were nearly coincidentally ruptured during the
main shock. The low-dip-angle fault plane in the southern
part of the source region suggests that the fault of the main
shock has fault segments between the central and southern
parts of the source region rather than a simple fault plane.
We found that the fault of the moderate earthquake com-
prises complex fault segments comparable to that of signif-
icant large intraplate earthquakes, such as the 2000 West-
ern Tottori earthquake and the 2004 Mid-Niigata Prefecture
earthquake (e.g., Fukuyama et al., 2003; Kato et al., 2005;
Shibutani et al., 2005).

The offset of the aftershock alignments observed around
the main shock hypocenter (Fig. 3) might be associated
with the discontinuity of the fault planes, such as a stepover
structure. The hypocenters of the foreshock and the main
shock are located at opposite ends of the offset in the align-
ments of the aftershocks. This result suggests that they oc-
curred on adjacent fault planes rather than the same one and
that the nucleation of the earthquake occurred at a struc-
turally complex part of the fault. These results support re-
sults of previous studies (e.g., Jones et al., 1982; Douglas et
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Fig. 6. Schematic diagram along the 1–2 cross section in Fig. 1. The focal
mechanism of the main shock is shown at its hypocenter. The fault
planes estimated from the relocated hypocenters are also shown. The
gray dots indicate the relocated hypocenters. The open circles denote
the depth distribution of the ordinary seismicity shown in Fig. 1. The
width of the section is 20 km. The triangles show the surface traces
of the Mukumoto Fault (MF), Chisato Fault (CH), and Yokkaichi Fault
(YF). The thick broken line indicates the extended line from the main
shock fault estimated by this study.

al., 1995) in suggesting that the geometric complexity of a
fault may be an important factor for earthquake nucleation.

The aftershock distribution around the largest aftershock
(Fig. 3) indicates that the subsidiary fault plane parallel to
the main shock fault in the brittle-ductile transition zone
was reactivated after the main shock. This result suggests
that the deep parts of active faults have complicated fault
structures rather than a single fracture plane. Several studies
have inferred a localized shear zone with a width of more
than 1 km in the deep parts of once-active faults on the basis
of observations of exhumed old rocks (e.g., Hanmer, 1988;
Norris, 2004). The localized shear zone might contribute to
the formation of the complicated fault structure in the deep
parts of active faults.

A comparison between our fault model and the surface
traces of the surrounding active faults along the 1–2 cross
section (Fig. 1) is shown in Fig. 6. The depth distribution of
background seismic activities along the 1–2 cross section is
also shown in this figure. Since there is little background
seismicity in this region, we cannot find any alignments of
the background seismicity that might reveal the relationship
between the main shock fault and the surface trace of active
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faults (Fig. 6). The Mukumoto Fault located immediately
above the main shock hypocenter slopes westward with a
50◦–60◦ dip angle near the surface; this value is estimated
from a reflection survey (Organization of the Headquarters
for Earthquake Research Promotion, 2005). Considering
the position of the upper limit of the main shock fault,
there is no possibility of the main shock being related to
the Mukumoto Fault. The surface traces of the Chisato
Fault and Yokkaichi Fault are located around the upward
extension of the aftershock alignment. These faults also
slope westward near the surface (Research Group for Active
Faults of Japan, 1991). Sato et al. (2006) found, from the
deep seismic reflection profiling of which line is located
near the main shock epicenter, that the westward dipping
reflector extends to a depth of 11 km under the surface
trace of the Yokkaichi Fault. The main shock hypocenter is
located in the vicinity of an extension of the reflector. It is
suggested that the main shock occurred in the deep parts of
the Chisato Fault or Yokkaichi fault. As shown in Fig. 1(a),
however, the strike of the main shock fault is different by
approximately 30◦ from that of the surface trace of both
faults. As discussed above, the fault structure at the depth
of the brittle-ductile transition zone would be complicated.
Therefore, it is quite likely that such a discrepancy in the
fault strike occurs in the case of the rupture at the deep end
of the active fault.
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